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¹ Based on time saved per class session by leveraging Open Tab feature in Teacher. Stats based on an estimated 180 instructional days each year with 6 hours of 
class time. 159 minutes saved each month based on internal data captured in September 2019. Cost savings based on national teacher salary averages.

² Free with purchase of GoGuardian Suite

goguardian.com/teacher

GoGuardian Teacher provides educators with a view into student online activity, 
control over devices, and communication tools in a variety of ways to deliver 
instruction. With video conferencing built for K12, Teachers can easily connect 
with students and keep them focused from anywhere.

K-12’s Leading Classroom Management Solution

Video Conferencing & Recording
Meet with students individually or as a group, share a screen to walk through 
lessons, and record lessons to share later.²

View Student Screens
See what students are working on, and easily identify students who are 
struggling or may need more guidance.

Control Student Screens
Open tabs, close irrelevant tabs, lock screens, and screenshot student screens 
all with the push of a button.

Limit Student Browsing
Block specific websites while keeping the internet open, or restrict 
students to only certain websites—perfect for testing.

Direct Chat & Announcements
Deliver instruction to the whole class, or chat privately with individual 
students without disrupting the rest of the class. 

Off-Task Alerts
Receive an automatic alert when a student goes off-task or off-subject.
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• Deliver instruction in any environment (in-person, remote, hybrid) with video 
conferencing built for K12. 

• Eliminate distractions and get student’s screens on the same page or activity 
with the push of a button.

• Check attendance and engagement with detailed reporting.

Why GoGuardian 

 7.5 minutes per teacher each class period 
24 hours of instructional time per teacher each year

$694 per teacher each year

Savings on average¹:  

http://goguardian.com/teacher
http://goguardian.com/teacher


Problem Solution Value
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Connect with students from anywhere, and 
deliver instruction in a way that suits both 
classroom and district needs.

Accurately report student attendance 
and engagement to maximize funding and 
instructional time during class.

Get full transparency into students’ online 
activity, to easily identify which students are off-
task or need help.

Quickly and easily get students back on track, 
keeping students focused and on-task.

Teachers hit the ground running with a tool 
that seamlessly integrates into their classroom, 
maximizing adoption among teachers while 
saving time for your IT staff.

GoGuardian Teacher offers audio and video 
conferencing, chat, screen-sharing, and virtual 
lecture options designed to support privacy 
components in a K12 school setting.

GoGuardian Teacher has detailed reporting 
that records student browsing during class, 
so teachers can check for attendance and 
engagement after class has ended.

GoGuardian Teacher shows student screens 
in real-time, including every tab students have 
open, so teachers can see how students interact 
with the material.

GoGuardian Teacher automatically alerts 
teachers when students go off-task and has 
powerful controls to eliminate distractions, such 
as locking screens and closing tabs.

GoGuardian Teacher offers integrations, free 
training, and an intuitive UI that supports many 
teaching styles and classroom workflows.

Do your teachers need to connect and deliver 
instruction in a way that supports their workflows 
in any environment while also supporting privacy 
and security components in a school setting? 

Are your teachers able to accurately report 
attendance and engagement to maximize 
funding, without losing instructional time?

Do your teachers have trouble knowing whether 
students are off-task or need help?

Are your teachers able to keep students focused 
and eliminate distractions?

Do you face difficulties implementing new 
solutions and struggle with low adoption among 
teachers?
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